
 Curriculum Vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Adrien Lefevre 

 507 Liffey trust, D1 Dublin Éire/Ireland 

 0852033859    

 beattheclock22@gmail.com 

Skype beattheclock22  

Sex Male | Date of birth 22 Dec 85 | Nationality French 

POSITION Translator

WORK EXPERIENCE  

7 Jan 10 - 1 Jul 10 Game master
Gala network , Dublin Éire/Ireland 

Monitor and manage players to adhere to the company policy in playing the games.
Assist the players only when necessary, upon supervisor's approval.
Document any activities that require further investigations.
Organize and run events for the player base.
Adhere to posted game policies of each product support.
Perform any additional tasks as assigned by Customer Relations Manager and/or Supervisor during 
the course of normal business game operations.
Translate contents for game updates (proofreading/localization/rephrasing/translating).

1 Jul 10 - 11 Jun 11 Xbox live service supervisor
Microsoft , Dublin Éire/Ireland 

setting and meeting performance targets for speed, efficiency, sales and quality;
managing the daily running of the call centre;
liaising with team leaders, operatives and third parties to gather information and resolve issues;
maintaining up-to-date knowledge of industry developments and involvement in networks;
monitoring random calls to improve quality, minimise errors and track operative performance;
coordinating staff recruitment, including writing vacancy advertisements and liaising with HR staff;
reviewing the performance of staff, identifying training needs and planning training sessions;
recording statistics, user rates and the performance levels of the centre and preparing reports;
handling the most complex customer complaints or enquiries;
coaching, motivating and retaining staff and coordinating bonus, reward and incentive schemes;
forecasting and analysing data against budget figures on a weekly and/or monthly basis;
improving performance by raising efficiency and sourcing new equipment to enable this, e.g. new 
dialling products.
translating internal communications from english to french and emails for business related outsource 
companies.

13 Jun 11 - Present Compliance Analyst/Content Specialist
PayPal , Dublin Éire/Ireland 
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  Curriculum Vitae  Adrien Lefevre 

•Working assigned queues, emails and service requests, as well as other Compliance related items 
on a daily basis. Processing queue items in a timely manner including Kana, ATTACK and Norkom 
queues Maintain professional interaction with PayPal personnel and customers at all times (40%)
•Responsible for ensuring customers are in compliance with PayPal Policy as defined in PayPal’s 
terms of Use (10%)
•Responsible for ensuring that PayPal implements the appropriate controls and monitoring to satisfy 
its obligations to the regulatory authorities and for ensuring that Anti Money Laundering regulations are 
adhered to and monitor account activity accordingly (10%)
•Processing queue items such as KYC, KYB, SAR, PEP, WLM, and Transaction Monitoring in a timely 
manner as measured against communicated departmental targets (35%)
•Provide feedback to management regarding necessary changes and updates; including policies, 
upgrades, and potential workflow changes (5%)

Translating, updating, writing and implementing new templates to reflect product updates
Updating, writing and implementing new FAQs to reflect product updates
Maintaining the Help Center – for example, hiding out-of-date FAQs if necessary
Acting as the content expert for CS content
Working closely with Linguists and Content Managers to maintain local language glossaries and style 
guides
Researching and analyzing customer behavior and working with Product Support to establish content 
strategies that will improve the user experience
Taking an active role in country-specific or European content projects
Use of project management principles to ensure deliverables are met
Supporting the in-country business unit’s initiatives
Getting involved in website bug spotting/fixing (QA)

PERSONAL SKILLS  

Mother tongue(s) French

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English C2 C2 C2 C2 C2
Levels: A1/2: Basic user - B1/2: Independent user - C1/2 Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills Ability to interpret a variety of instructions furnished in written, oral, diagram or schedule form.
Possess good computer skills and knowledge of MS Office, SDL Trados 2011 (advanced level), Idiom.
Work in team collaboration, open to take suggestions and follow directions given by the supervisor.

Organisational / managerial skills •Customer Focus
•Decision Quality
•Problem Solving
•Drive for Results
•Time Management

Computer skills MS Office (word,power point, excel,...)
SDL Trados 2011 (advanced level)
Idiom SDL server (advanced level)
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